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ABSTRACT
Analysis of gamma-ray emission from the supernova remnant G78.2+2.1 (γ Cygni) with 7.2 years of cumulative
data from the Fermi Large Area Telescope shows a distinct hard, bright, and extended component to the north of
the shell coincident with the known teraelectronvolt source VER J2019+407. In the gigaelectronvolt to
teraelectronvolt (GeV–TeV) energy range, its spectrum is best described by a broken power law with indices 1.8
below a break energy of 71 GeV and 2.5 above the break. A broadband spectral energy distribution is assembled,
and different scenarios for the origin of the gamma rays are explored. Both hadronic and leptonic mechanisms are
able to account for the GeV–TeV observations. In the leptonic framework, a superposition of inverse Compton and
nonthermal bremsstrahlung emissions is needed, whereas the hadronic scenario requires a cosmic-ray population
described by a broken power-law distribution with a relatively hard spectral index of ∼1.8 below a break particle
energy of 0.45 TeV. In addition, the neutrino ﬂux expected from cosmic-ray interactions is calculated.
Key words: acceleration of particles – ISM: individual objects (G78.2+2.1) – ISM: supernova remnants –
radiation mechanisms: nonthermal
(SEDs) are dominated by synchrotron and IC scattering from
HE leptons, although hadronic processes may also contribute
(Cheng et al. 1990; Amato et al. 2003). On the other hand,
however, the nature of many of the VHE sources remains
unknown. Such is the case of the source VER J2019+407 (Aliu
et al. 2013).3 At teraelectronvolt energies this source has an
+0 .04 , and its γ-ray spectrum is
extent of 0 . 23  0 . 03 stat0 .02sys
described by a simple power law (Aliu et al. 2013).
VER J2019+407 is found within the radio shell of the SNR
G78.2+2.1 in spatial coincidence with nonthermal radio
emission (Ladouceur & Pineault 2008). Located at (1.51.8) kpc and seen at ∼2°. 5 from the star-forming region Cygnus
X (e.g., Wendker et al. 1991), it is ∼1° in diameter (Higgs 1977;
Higgs et al. 1977; Landecker et al. 1980; Lozinskaya
et al. 2000). The SNR shows a distinctive shell in radio
wavelengths and X-rays with brighter northern and southern
regions (Downes & Rinehart 1966; Higgs 1977; Brazier et al.
1996; Zhang et al. 1997; Kothes et al. 2006; Leahy et al. 2013).
Most of the radio ﬂux comes from the southeastern part of the
remnant. Higher radio spectral indices (steeper spectra) are seen
near the center of the remnant (although they could be
associated with the shell) and around the shock of the SNR
(Zhang et al. 1997). Several studies have found that the average
radio spectral index is around 0.5 (e.g., Pipenbrink &
Wendker 1988; Kothes et al. 2006), but a detailed analysis of
the ambient thermal emission and the synchrotron radiation of
the remnant with high-sensitivity data from the Canadian
Galactic Plane Survey (CGPS; Taylor et al. 2003) has yielded a
signiﬁcantly larger average spectral index of 0.75 ± 0.3 with
spatial variations from 0.40 to 0.80 (Ladouceur & Pineault 2008). There is evidence that the nonthermal radio
emission at the location of the teraelectronvolt source VER
J2019+407 has a spectrum that is harder than average, with a
spectral index close to 0.40 (Zhang et al. 1997).

1. INTRODUCTION
Supernova remnants (SNRs) are believed to be the sites
where cosmic rays (CRs) in our galaxy are accelerated up to
approximately petaelectronvolt energies. Studying the gigaelectronvolt to teraelectronvolt (GeV–TeV) γ-ray emission
from SNRs is important to shed light on the puzzle of the origin
of these high-energy (HE) particles that populate the Galaxy.
The mechanism of diffusive shock acceleration (e.g., Bell 1978;
Blandford & Eichler 1987) is thought to play an important role
in transferring some of the kinetic energy from an SNR’s
expansion to particles. The shocks of SNRs are known to
accelerate electrons up to very high energies (VHEs). In the
leptonic framework, electron synchrotron radiation is emitted
from radio wavelengths to X-rays (e.g., Ammosov et al. 1994;
Gotthelf et al. 2001; Berezhko et al. 2002; Hwang et al. 2002;
Rho et al. 2002), and inverse Compton (IC) scattering and
bremsstrahlung emissions are emitted in gigaelectronvolt γrays. In the hadronic picture, CR protons (or nuclei) can
produce GeV–TeV γ-rays through the decay of neutral pions
produced in photon–hadron interactions as well as hadronic
collisions with ambient material. Therefore, spectral and
morphological studies of γ-ray data can be used in principle
to disentangle the nature of the particles involved. Although,
during the last several years, many SNRs have been detected in
γ-rays (e.g., Abdo et al. 2009, 2010b, 2010c, 2010d, 2010e,
2010f; Ellison et al. 2010; Ackermann et al. 2011; Yuan et al.
2011; Tanaka et al. 2011; Ajello et al. 2012;
Araya 2013, 2014, 2015), it is not clear which emission
mechanism dominates in most cases. In some SNRs the γ-ray
emission is coincident with high-density ambient clouds, and
its spectral shape can be described by the hadronic scenario,
although details on the predicted spectral shape are still
debated, and the ambient properties are usually poorly known.
Some related teraelectronvolt sources are pulsar wind
nebulae, the relativistic magnetized winds (mostly e± pairs,
associated with a pulsar) that create termination shocks where
particle acceleration occurs. Their spectral energy distributions
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Neutral hydrogen emission has been observed and associated
with the SNR, including postshock H I to the south and
northeast of the SNR (Landecker et al. 1980; Braun &
Strom 1986), as well as a shell around the SNR with an
estimated density of 2.5 cm−3 that might have been produced
by the stellar wind of the SNR progenitor (Gosachinskij 2001).
No evidence has been found of interactions with molecular gas
in a CO survey (Higgs et al. 1983). However, Fukui &
Tatematsu (1988) observed a CO cloud that was associated
with the southeastern section of the SNR, and Pipenbrink &
Wendker (1988) found H2CO absorption, indicating the
presence of dense material in this zone. A large thermal radio
feature and several small H II regions are imaged near and
overlapping parts of the SNR, among them the H II region
known as the γ Cygni nebula coincident in position with the
brightest nonthermal emission to the southeast of the SNR
(Higgs 1977; Wendker et al. 1991). Requiring a distance of
1.7 kpc, X-ray and Hα observations have yielded a shock
velocity of (1–1.5) × 103 km s−1, an unperturbed number
density of (0.14–0.3) cm−3, a temperature of (1.6–3.2) × 107 K
for the X-ray-emitting gas in the bright shell, and a remnant age
of 4000–6000 years, assuming an explosion kinetic energy of
1051 erg (Lozinskaya et al. 2000). Analyzing optical data of
bright regions, Mavromatakis (2003) found a shock speed of
750 km s−1, an age of 7000 years, and unperturbed interstellar
medium (ISM) densities of 0.3 cm−3 containing compressed
clouds with densities of ∼700 cm−3 (corresponding to preshock
densities of ∼20 cm−3). Based on ASCA X-ray observations,
Uchiyama et al. (2002) derived a shock velocity of 800 km s−1
and an adiabatic age of 6600 years, assuming a distance of
1.5 kpc. These authors also discovered two clumps (labeled C1
and C2) of hard X-ray emission to the north of the SNR. These
were attributed to nonthermal bremsstrahlung radiation from
electrons in shocked dense cloudlets with gas density between
10 and 100 cm−3. An analysis of INTEGRAL-ISGRI (Bykov
et al. 2004) revealed hard X-ray clumps of about 10 arcmin in
size in the northwest (the most prominent one), the southeast,
and the northeast regions of the SNR. These are compatible
with both the ASCA ﬂuxes derived by Uchiyama et al. (2002)
and the spatially unresolved RXTE Proportional Counter Array
(PCA) data (Bykov et al. 2004). The observed spatial
morphology and spectra are consistent with the emission
generated by nonthermal electrons accelerated at the shock of a
supernova interacting with an interstellar cloud. Using a
Chandra observation of the region (Leahy et al. 2013), it was
found later that C1 is extended and likely associated with an
extragalactic object, whereas C2 has an absorption column
density that is in agreement with the location of the SNR and a
nonthermal, power-law spectrum with index of ∼1.0 (Leahy
et al. 2013). C2 is located within the extent of VER
J2019+407.
Gamma-ray emission in the region of G78.2+2.1 was
detected by the EGRET instrument on board the Compton
Gamma Ray Observatory (Thompson et al. 1995). The Large
Area Telescope (LAT) on board the Fermi Gamma-ray Space
Telescope satellite has found extended emission from this
remnant (Lande et al. 2012) and also discovered a bright γ-ray
pulsar, PSR J2021+4026, near the center of the remnant (Abdo
et al. 2010a, 2010g). G78.2+2.1 is also near the Cygnus
Cocoon, an extended region of freshly accelerated CRs seen by
the Fermi satellite above 1 GeV (Ackermann et al. 2011) that
also shows teraelectronvolt emission (Abdo et al. 2007; Bartoli

et al. 2014). The SNR could be a source of at least some of the
HE particles in the cocoon (Ackermann et al. 2011; Abdo
et al. 2007).
Although the γ-ray emissions from both the SNR and the
pulsar PSR J2021+4026 are difﬁcult to disentangle at a
few gigaelectronvolts, the ﬂux from the SNR becomes
dominant above ∼10 GeV as the spectrum of PSR J2021
+4026 follows a power law with an exponential cutoff with a
cutoff energy of ∼2.4 GeV. In the latest LAT catalog, the
morphology of the emission from the entire shell of the SNR,
also called 3FGL J2021.0+4031e (Acero et al. 2015), has been
described with a uniform disk of radius 0°. 63 centered at the
position (J2000) α = 305°. 27, δ = 40°. 52. In this paper, we
report the discovery of an extended region of
enhanced gigaelectronvolt emission that is spatially coincident
with the teraelectronvolt source VER J2019+407 using LAT
data. This paper is arranged as follows. We describe the data
analysis in Section 2 and the results in Section 3. In Section 4
we present the calculations of the models for the nonthermal
emission and the expected neutrino ﬂux. Our discussion is
given in Section 5 and the conclusions in Section 6. We
hereafter use k = ÿ = c = 1 in natural units and adopt a source
distance of 1.5 kpc.
2. FERMI LAT OBSERVATIONS
LAT data selected in the energy range 4–300 GeV and
acquired from the beginning of the mission, 2008 August to
2015 November, are analyzed with the most recent software
SCIENCETOOLS version v10r0p54 and reprocessed with
“Pass 8” photon and spacecraft data (Atwood et al. 2013)
and the instrument response functions P8R2_SOURCE_V6P.
Photons are selected within a square region of 20° × 20°
centered at the coordinates (J2000) α = 305°. 34, δ = 40°. 43
(the region of interest, hereafter ROI). As indicated above, the
analysis is restricted to energies above 4 GeV in order to avoid
the bright emission from the pulsar PSR J2021+4026. Standard
cuts are applied in the analysis, including selecting zenith
angles less than 90° to remove photons from the Earth limb and
keeping the SOURCE class events. Time intervals are selected
when the LAT instrument was in science operations mode, and
the data quality was good. The data are binned in 20
logarithmically spaced bins in energy, and a spatial binning
of 0°. 02 per pixel is used.
The analysis of LAT data is performed by a method of
maximum likelihood that estimates the probability of reproducing the spectral and morphological properties of sources with
a given model (Mattox et al. 1996). The model initially
contains the sources present in the latest LAT catalog (Acero
et al. 2015) as well as the standard diffuse Galactic emission
template and the isotropic emission that accounts for
extragalactic background and misclassiﬁed CRs. In all the
likelihood ﬁts, the normalizations of these components are kept
free, as are the normalizations of sources located less than six
degrees from the center of the ROI, except for those sources
that are detected below the 5σ level above 4 GeV, in which
case their spectral parameters are kept ﬁxed to the cataloged
values. The effect of freeing the normalization of the PSR
J2021+4026 spectrum inside the shell of G78.2+2.1 is
evaluated.
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Figure 1. Signiﬁcance map, in units of TS, of the G78.2+2.1 region for γ-rays above 15 GeV with a scale of ∼0.067 deg/pixel. The CGPS 1420 MHz observation is
represented by green contours at brightness temperatures of 22, 31.5, 41, 50.5, and 60 K. The VER J2019+407 smoothed photon excess contours (100, 150, 210, and
260 photons) are shown in magenta. The location of the γ-ray pulsar PSR J2021+4026 is marked with a blue cross, and the boundary of the 3FGL J2021.0+4031e
disk is displayed by the white dashed circle.

0°. 23 and centroid coordinates of (J2000) α = 305°. 02,
δ = 40°. 76.
The rest of the emission from the SNR around the position of
VER J2019+407 has to be taken into account in the model to
accurately describe the properties of the source. We then use a
spatial template obtained from removing a 0°. 23 radius circular
region around VER J2019+407 from the disk of 3FGL J2021.0
+4031e to represent the southern part of γ Cygni and the rest
of the SNR’s shell. We ﬁt the data above 4 GeV by adopting
power-law spectra for both components with free parameters.
The resulting TS values for VER J2019+407 and the southern
region are 180 and 400, respectively. The power-law indices
and ﬂuxes are 1.91 ± 0.10 and (7.61 ± 0.84) × 10−10
ph cm−2 s−1 for VER J2019+407, and 1.93 ± 0.06 and (2.47
± 0.17) × 10−9 ph cm−2 s−1 for the southern region. It is
important to note that these parameters are derived for events in
the 4–300 GeV band, while the TS map plotted in Figure 1 was
obtained above 15 GeV in order to avoid contamination from
the bright pulsar near the center of the SNR. Even above
10 GeV, the pulsar is detected at almost the 11σ level. The
determination of the spectral parameters of the southern shell is
affected by the pulsar emission. It is found that freeing the
spectral normalization of the pulsar model in the ﬁt results in a
spectral index for the southern shell of 2.04 ± 0.06 without
considerably affecting the results for VER J2019+407. The
study of the effect of the pulsar emission in the region beyond
the extension of VER J2019+407 is outside the scope of this
paper, and thus we cannot conclude if the spectrum of VER
J2019+407 is harder than that of the rest of the shell around
several gigaelectronvolts. However, VER J2019+407 seems to
show a harder LAT spectrum above ∼10 GeV. In count maps
of increasing energy, the emission of the source certainly
dominates over the rest of the shell, which is also consistent
with the nondetection of teraelectronvolt photons around this

3. RESULTS
From the LAT data analysis described above, we conclude
that a uniform disk is not a good description of the γ-ray
morphology of G78.2+2.1. If the source 3FGL J2021.0
+4031e is not included in the model, the resulting residuals
show a morphology that is quite unlike that of a uniform disk,
which was reported in the LAT catalog for this source. Even
when we incorporate this source in the model, the resulting
residuals show a clear excess in the northern region of the SNR.
To study this emission further, a signiﬁcance map is calculated
above 15 GeV with the tool gttsmap for a square region of
2° × 2° around the position of the SNR. The map, shown in
Figure 1, is in units of test statistic (TS), which is deﬁned as
twice the logarithm of the ratio of maximum likelihood values
obtained with a point source located at each pixel position and
that obtained with no source. The associated signiﬁcance at
each position is then ~ TS (Mattox et al. 1996). The TS map
in Figure 1 shows the radio contours from a CGPS observation
of G78.2+2.1 as well as the signiﬁcance contours of the
teraelectronvolt source VER J2019+407 (Aliu et al. 2013). The
same region of enhanced emission seen in the residuals map is
clearly visible in the TS map, which coincides with the location
of VER J2019+407.
The excess found in the northern shell of the SNR is
extended, as shown by residuals obtained after placing a point
source at the position of maximum TS in the signiﬁcance map.
Because of the previous result and the location of the excess in
coincidence with VER J2019+407, it is natural to associate
the gigaelectronvolt with the teraelectronvolt source. We adopt
the spatial morphology used to describe the teraelectronvolt
emission from VER J2019+407 (Aliu et al. 2013) as a template
for the emission detected by the LAT telescope, which is a
symmetric two-dimensional Gaussian with an extension of
3
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region (Aliu et al. 2013), and, in the 10–300 GeV
(15–300 GeV) range, the spectral indices for VER J2019
+407 and the rest of the shell are 2.07 ± 0.17 and 2.20 ± 0.10
(2.1 ± 0.2 and 2.35 ± 0.15), respectively.
The LAT spectrum of VER J2019+407 is not curved in the
energy range analyzed here. Assuming either a log parabola or
a power law with an exponential cutoff for the spectrum results
in the same source signiﬁcance as the one obtained with a
simple power law.
In order to construct the LAT SED, we binned the data in 16
logarithmically spaced energy intervals from 4 to 300 GeV and
also applied a likelihood ﬁt in each interval. When the TS of
the source falls below nine, a 95% conﬁdence level upper limit
on the ﬂux is calculated in the corresponding interval. In each
bin, the spectral normalization of the pulsar is set to free to
compare results when it is kept frozen to the cataloged value.
The effect of the pulsar on VER J2019+407 is only important
in the ﬁrst energy bin (4–5.5 GeV), where it results in a 10%
variation of the ﬂux from the source. This is considered as a
systematic error in this bin.
A careful analysis of the LAT observation to decrease the
effect of the contamination from photons from the bright
nearby pulsar PSR J2021+4026, for example using “front”
events with an improved point-spread function (PSF), which is
beyond the scope of this work, is needed to study the emission
of the SNR below a few gigaelectronvolts. We carried out a
preliminary ﬁt to the LAT data only, above 1 GeV, and found
an indication that the photon spectrum becomes softer at lower
energies. Using the same spatial template for VER J2019+407,
the ﬁt yields a power-law spectrum with index 2.22  0.08stat .

standard

cooling
10-25

tc =

time

6pme2
sT

B-2Ee-1,

with

sT = 6.65 ´
the Compton cross section and me
the electron mass. Equating the synchrotron timescale with the
age of the source tage (Uchiyama et al. 2002; Fraija 2014a), we
cm2

6pm 2

1
get that the cooling break energy is Ee,br = s e B-2 t age , and
T
then the cooling synchrotron break energy is

 syn
g ,br =

36p 2 qe m e
s 2T

2
B -3 t age .

(1 )

The synchrotron spectrum is computed by summing over the
electron distribution. The photon energy radiated in the range
 g to  g + d g is given by electrons with energies between Ee
and Ee + dEe . Then the photon spectrum can be estimated
through
the
emissivity
with
[ g F ( g ) d g ]g,syn = (-dEe dt ) Ne (Ee ) dEe ,
⎡ dN ( g ) ⎤
the differential synchrotron photon ﬂux.
F ( g ) = ⎢⎣ d ⎥⎦
g
g ,syn
4.2. Inverse Compton Scattering
Electrons accelerated at shock fronts can upscatter external
photons up to higher energies. The synchrotron and IC
scattering ﬂuxes are given by (Aharonian et al. 1997)
Usyn

[ 2g F ( g )]g ,IC =

UB

[ 2g F ( g )]g ,syn ,

(2 )

⎡ dN ( ) ⎤
with F ( g ) = ⎢⎣ d g ⎦⎥
the differential Compton scattering
g
g ,IC
B2

photon ﬂux, and Usyn and UB = 8p are the energy density of the
synchrotron radiation and magnetic ﬁeld, respectively. Considering the energy density of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation (Aharonian et al. 1997), the ﬂuxes of
synchrotron radiation at radio wavelengths and IC scattering in
γ-rays are related by

3.1. Multiwavelength SED
We gathered data from the literature to assemble the
multiwavelength SED. The radio ﬂuxes are used for the
integrated emission from the entire SNR (Higgs et al. 1977;
Wendker et al. 1991; Zhang et al. 1997; Kothes et al. 2006;
Gao et al. 2011) for reference. The 10.6 GHz ﬂux from a
7′ × 9′ region within VER J2019+407 is taken from a previous
study (Higgs 1977) as the expected radio synchrotron ﬂux from
the northern shell of G78.2+2.1. The X-ray data are taken from
RXTE PCA and ASCA observations of the entire SNR (Bykov
et al. 2004), and the ASCA ﬂuxes from the hard X-ray clumps
are from Uchiyama et al. (2002). The INTEGRAL-ISGRI ﬂuxes
from another clump of hard emission to the northwest of the
SNR (Bykov et al. 2004) are also shown.

[ 2g N ( g )]g ,IC =

UCMB 2
[ g N ( g )]g ,syn ,
UB

(3 )

with UCMB = 0.25 eV cm-3.
4.3. Nonthermal Bremsstrahlung
The Coulomb energy-loss rate of relativistic electrons,
dE dt µ 3 n e sT m e v-1 ln L 2 (Rephaeli 1979), is proportional to the gas density ne and independent of the electron
energy, where v is the velocity of nonthermal electrons and Λ
the Coulomb logarithm. Comparing the cooling time of
electrons due to Coulomb interactions and the age of the
object tage , we get that the Coulomb break kinetic energy is
(Uchiyama et al. 2002)

4. EMISSION MODEL
The emission models and particle distributions used to
account for the broadband SED of VER J2019+407 are
summarized next. We use a simple one-zone model that
includes standard radiation mechanisms from leptons and
hadrons. In all the broadband models, the emitting region is
taken as spherical with a radius of 0°. 23, which at a distance of
1.5 kpc corresponds to a physical radius of 6 pc.

KCou =

3
sT m e n e v-1 ln L tage.
2

(4 )

The differential energy spectrum of the bremsstrahlung
emission from accelerated electrons is given by (Blumenthal
& Gould 1970)

4.1. Synchrotron Radiation
In the relativistic case, the electron population is given by
N (Ee ) µ Ee-ae where ae is the spectral index and Ee the
particle energy. We assume this distribution cuts off above a
certain energy. The electrons in the emitting region permeated
by a magnetic ﬁeld B cool down in a timescale given by the

[F ( g )]g ,Cou 

ò dEe N (E ) b
⎛ ds
ds
ds ⎞
´ ⎜n p eH + nHe eHe + n e ee ⎟ ,
⎝ d
d
d ⎠

4

(5 )
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where np, nHe, and ne are the hydrogen, helium, and electron
number densities, respectively, ds d is the differential cross
section for emitting a bremsstrahlung photon in the energy
⎡ dN ( ) ⎤
interval ò to  + d , and F ( g ) = ⎢⎣ d g ⎥⎦
is the
g
g ,Cou
differential bremsstrahlung photon ﬂux.

et al. 2006)
⎛ dNn ⎞
V
np
⎜
⎟=
⎝ dEn ⎠
4pdz2

⎡
⎛ p
= K p ⎢1 + ⎜ ⎟ ⎥
⎢⎣
dp
⎝ pbr ⎠ ⎥⎦

E p,max

òE

Ep

⎞-a p

⎛p
⎜ ⎟
⎝ p0 ⎠

p,min

dNp
dE p

Nev = T NA

(6 )

g

spp (E p)

dNp

dE p,

dE p

Fgpp (E p, x )

(9 )

Ep

,

th
n

snN (En ) Meff (En )

dNn
dEn ,
dEn

(10)

where

(7 )

dE p

òE

Meff
⎧ f6 (En ) , 1 TeV < En < 950 TeV
⎪
⎪
⎛ E ⎞
=⎨ 5.19 ´ 10-3 ⎜ n ⎟ + 3.86 ´ 102 ,
⎝ TeV ⎠
⎪
⎪
⎩ 950TeV < En < 10 4TeV,

⎛ E ⎞6
⎛ E ⎞5
f6 (En ) = 2.46 ´ 10-15 ⎜ n ⎟ - 1.99 ´ 10-12 ⎜ n ⎟
⎝ TeV ⎠
⎝ TeV ⎠
⎛ E ⎞4
⎛ E ⎞3
- 1.09 ´ 10-8 ⎜ n ⎟ + 2.07 ´ 10-5 ⎜ n ⎟
⎝ TeV ⎠
⎝ TeV ⎠
⎛ E ⎞2
⎛ E ⎞
- 1.38 ´ 10-2 ⎜ n ⎟ + 3.91 ⎜ n ⎟ - 35.3.
⎝ TeV ⎠
⎝ TeV ⎠

The γ-ray spectrum produced by hadronic collisions is given
by (Kelner et al. 2006)
¥

,

where T ; 4 years is the observation time, NA =
6.022×1023 g−1
is
the
Avogadro
number,
snN (En ) = 6.78 ´ 10-35cm2 (En TeV)0.363 is the neutrino–
nucleon cross section (Gandhi et al. 1998), Meff (En ) is the
effective target mass of the IceCube experiment (IceCube
Collaboration 2013), and the neutrino spectrum dNn dEn is
computed from hadronic interactions (Fraija 2015; Fraija &
Marinelli 2015). The best function that reproduces the effective
target mass is given by (Fraija 2016)

4.4.1. GeV–TeV γ-ray Spectrum

òE

Ep

The expected number of reconstructed neutrino events in the
IceCube experiment can be computed as (Fraija 2014b, 2014c)

where the particles are assumed to be uniformly distributed in a
4
volume V = 3 pR3 with radius R. The total hydrogen mass
inside this volume is MH = n p m p V .

⎛ dNg ⎞
V
np
⎜
⎟=
4pdz2
⎝ dE g ⎠

dE p

4.4.3. Neutrino Expectation

with Dap = b p - ap . In these functions, Kp is a normalization
constant, p0 is a scale constant, pc is the cutoff momentum, and
pbr is the break momentum. We denote the corresponding
cutoff and break energies in the γ-ray spectrum as  gpp, c and
 gpp, br . Evidence in favor of this kind of proton distribution is
seen in systems where SNRs interact with ambient material
(e.g., Abdo et al. 2009).
If the proton distribution is converted to the total particle
dN
dN dp
E dN
energy (Ep) space by dEp = dpp dE = pp dpp , the total energy
p
p
content in protons can be calculated as
U = V Wp = V

dE p

Fnpp
(E p , x )
m

m

p

dNp

dNp

m

cutoff, dpp = Kp p-ap e- pc , and a broken power-law distribution, given by
Da p
2

n

spp

pion decay p  mnm (F npp
(1) ).

HE protons accelerated in shock fronts can interact with
ambient protons, producing neutral and charged pions and
mesons (Stecker 1973). For the accelerated CR distribution we
adopt several possibilities, including a standard power law in
dN
momentum, p, dpp = Kp p-ap , a power law with an exponential

⎞2 ⎤

òE

where the function Fnpp
is split in two parts (Kelner et al. 2006):
m
one coming from the decay of muons m  en¯e nm (F npp
(2) ) and the

4.4. Proton–Proton Interactions

dN

¥

It is worth noting that the muon neutrino of the effective target
mass was used.

(8 )

5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Hadronic Scenario

where dz = 1.5 kpc is the distance to VER J2019+407,
spp (E p ) = 34.3 + 1.88 S + 0.25 S 2 mb is the cross section for
these interactions where S = log (E p 1 TeV), and Fgpp (E p, x ) is
given in Kelner et al. (2006). It is noted that at high energies the
gamma-ray spectrum maps the particle spectrum, which could
in principle be used to discriminate between different spectral
functions.

The GeV–TeV γ-ray SED of VER J2019+407 is shown in
Figure 2. The gigaelectronvolt Fermi LAT ﬂuxes are obtained
in this work, and the teraelectronvolt data are taken from the
VERITAS observation (Aliu et al. 2013). As can be seen, the
Fermi LAT SED connects smoothly with the data at the highest
energies. We present the results of ﬁtting the γ-ray SED with a
c 2 minimization as implemented in the ROOT software
package (Brun & Rademakers 1997) in Table 1 and the
resulting parameters associated with each ﬁtting function. We
can see that a broken power law best describes the overall
GeV–TeV γ-ray SED and adopt the parent proton distribution
given by Equation (6) with Gl = ap and Gh = b p to calculate
the γ-ray emission in a hadronic scenario. The resulting total

4.4.2. Neutrino Emission

Charged pions produced in hadronic collisions decay into
p   m + nm n¯m
electrons/positrons
and
neutrinos:

e + nm n¯m + n¯m nm + ne n¯e . The spectrum of muon neutrinos generated by these interactions is given by (Kelner
5
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Figure 2. GeV–TeV γ-ray SED of VER J2019+407. The solid line is the broken power-law function that best ﬁts the Fermi LAT ﬂuxes (obtained in this work) and
the VERITAS data, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Fitting Results for the GeV–TeV Spectrum of VER J2019+407
Parameters

Values

χ2/dof

Γ

2.18 ± 0.03

1.38

Power law with cutoff
Spectral index
Cutoff energy

Γ
Eγ,c (TeV)

2.07 ± 0.07
3.55 ± 2.39

1.20

Broken power lawa
Low spectral index
High spectral index
Break energy

Γl
Γh
Eγ,br (GeV)

1.78 ± 0.15
2.46 ± 0.11
70.7 ± 0.1

Spectral shape
Simple power law
Spectral index

SED and model are shown in Figure 3. We use a
bremsstrahlung model similar to the one by Uchiyama et al.
(2002) to account for the hard X-ray emission. Although a
steeper electron distribution could be used to lower the
bremsstrahlung contribution at γ-ray energies, we chose instead
to place a cutoff in the electron distribution above a particle
energy of 20 GeV.
Considering the resulting neutrino counterpart from pp
interactions in this source (Equation (6)), using the values
found for the indices (ap and b p ), the total energy in the
hadrons, the break momentum in the particle distribution, and
the target mass of the IceCube experiment (Equation (11)), we
have computed the number of neutrinos expected in the
IceCube detector, and we ﬁnd that more than 103 years of data
collection are needed to detect one event at dozens of
teraelectronvolts.

1.02

Note.
a
Γl and Γh are the spectral indices below and above the break energy Eγ,br.

5.2. Leptonic Scenario

energy
in
CR
hadrons
in
this
model
is
-1
np
50
erg for p0 = 1 TeV and a source distance
1.95 ´ 10 1 cm-3
of 1.5 kpc. The break momentum in the particle distribution is
0.45 TeV.
The CR distribution below the break is harder than predicted
for standard test-particle shock acceleration but could be
accounted for by nonlinear effects such as shock modiﬁcation
by cosmic rays (Berezhko & Ellison 1999; Malkov 1999). As
discussed by Abdo et al. (2009), the break in the proton spectrum
could be related to the effects of damping of magnetohydrodynamic turbulence due to ion–neutral collisions in a zone of
interaction of the shock with ambient material, assuming that this
break is not intrinsic to the acceleration process and that
acceleration takes place near the Bohm limit (Baring et al. 1999).
The leptonic emission in this model is calculated with a
power-law electron distribution with an index of 2.3, a cutoff
particle energy of 20 GeV, and a magnetic ﬁeld of 9.5 μG. The
total lepton energy is 7.7 × 1048 erg, and the ambient density
used to calculate the bremsstrahlung emission is the same as
that used for the hadronic component, 1 cm−3. The resulting

(

)

We ﬁnd that a simple scenario where a population of HE
electrons whose energy distribution is a power law producing
gamma rays through IC scattering of CMB photons cannot
reproduce the gamma-ray data for reasonable distribution index
values. One of the main issues with this scenario is that it
cannot account for the hard X-ray ﬂuxes seen by ASCA. This
has already been noted by Uchiyama et al. (2002). They ruled
out synchrotron (and IC) as the origin of the X-ray emission
and conclude that a plausible scenario to account for the
observations is nonthermal bremsstrahlung from HE electrons,
as would be expected from Coulomb interactions that give rise
to a hard X-ray spectrum. We adopt parameters similar to those
adopted by these authors for the models, such as a magnetic
ﬁeld of 9 μG, a particle spectral index of 2.3, and a cutoff
electron energy of 10 TeV.
The radio ﬂux from the electrons predicted by Uchiyama
et al. (2002) is about 10% of the total ﬂux from the SNR, which
is in agreement with the observation at 10.6 GHz. However,
their SED models overpredict the γ-ray ﬂuxes. We then take
6
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Figure 3. Hadronic model for VER J2019+407. The radio SED points of the integrated emission from the SNR are shown in red, while the magenta triangle shows a
10.6 GHz ﬂux from a 7′ × 9′ region within VER J2019+407 (Higgs 1977). The ASCA and RXTE PCA observation of the remnant and an INTEGRAL-ISGRI
observation of a clump to the west of VER J2019+407 are shown for reference (Bykov et al. 2004). The shaded region corresponds to the ASCA observation of hard
X-ray clumps seen in the region of teraelectronvolt emission as published by Uchiyama et al. (2002). The model components are synchrotron (dashed line),
nonthermal bremsstrahlung (dotted line, ambient density np = 1 cm−3), IC-CMB (dash-dotted line), hadronic emission (thin dotted line, ambient density
np = 1 cm−3), and the total (solid line).

Figure 4. Leptonic model for VER J2019+407. The data shown are the same as in Figure 3. The model components are synchrotron (dashed line), nonthermal
bremsstrahlung (dotted line, ambient density np = 1 cm−3), IC-CMB (dash-dotted line), and total gamma-ray emission (solid line). The thin dotted line shows the
bremsstrahlung model by Uchiyama et al. (2002), which they calculated for similar parameters except an ambient density of np = 10 cm−3 and which overpredicts the
measured ﬂuxes.

their emission model for an electron distribution index of 2.3
and a gas density of 10 cm−3 and scale it down for a lower
density value of 1 cm−3. We also estimate the kinetic electron
energy below which the particle spectrum ﬂattens by equating
the source age (7000 years) to the cooling time due to Coulomb
interactions, which gives the result KCou ~ 0.22 MeV, and we
note that the bremsstrahlung spectrum can be described by a
broken power law, with the index above some photon energy in
the hard X-ray regime equal to that of the particle spectral
index and increasing by one power below this energy
(Uchiyama et al. 2002). The resulting model is shown in
Figure 4 together with the expected IC-CMB contribution. The
total lepton energy is 7.7 × 1048 erg for a magnetic ﬁeld of
9 μG. This simple leptonic scenario is able to account for the γray ﬂuxes reasonably well, although an improved model, which
is beyond our main objective in this work, could consider
distinct emitting zones with different spectral and ambient
properties.

6. CONCLUSION
With an analysis of Fermi LAT data, we have found a region
of enhanced hard gigaelectronvolt emission within the shell of
SNR G78.2+2.1 that is in spatial coincidence with the
teraelectronvolt source VER J2019+407. The joint GeV–TeV
spectrum can be best described with a broken power law. We
cannot rule out the leptonic or the hadronic mechanism for the
origin of the γ-rays.
A simple leptonic scenario with nonthermal bremsstrahlung
and IC emission can account for the gamma-ray SED.
Bremsstrahlung emission dominates at low γ-ray energies
and is able to explain the hard X-ray emission seen by ASCA
in clumps within the extent of VER J2019+407 with an
average ambient density of 1 cm−3 and a magnetic ﬁeld of
9 μG, for a total particle energy of 7.7 × 1048 erg.
In the hadronic scenario, the required spectral index of the
particle population is lower than the standard result from
diffusive shock acceleration, but this could be explained by
7
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nonlinear effects (Malkov 1999; Berezhko & Ellison 1999).
The origin of the spectral break is also of theoretical interest.
The total energy in the particles is within expected values,
-1
n
erg. In this scenario, the leptonic
~1.95 ´ 10 50 1 cmp-3
emission can be suppressed with a particle cutoff energy of
20 GeV. A considerable amount of nonthermal bremsstrahlung
emission is expected around several hundred megaelectronvolts
if the hard X-rays are indeed associated with the HE electrons
in the SNR. Detection of synchrotron emission from the
northern shell above a frequency of 11 GHz could help
quantify the maximum lepton energy and thus the amount of
bremsstrahlung γ-ray emission. We point out that it is certainly
possible to have a scenario with mixed bremsstrahlung and
hadronic emissions, depending, among other parameters, on the
true electron power-law index in the northern shell. We
computed the neutrino ﬂux resulting from pp interactions and
also estimated the number of events expected in the IceCube
detector. We found that ~10 3 years of data collection are
needed to observe one event at dozens of teraelectronvolts.
From our analysis, there is an indication that the southern
shell of the SNR has a softer gigaelectronvolt spectrum, and
indeed this region is not detected at teraelectronvolt energies.
Observations yielding the magnetic ﬁeld values and its
geometry or the presence of dense material such as molecular
clouds and other ambient properties to the north of G78.2+2.1
could help explain whether the enhanced gamma-ray emission
is due to an increase in acceleration efﬁciency or the result of
abundant target material in the case of the hadronic scenario. A
detailed analysis of the LAT emission below ∼4 GeV is
required to better constrain the model parameters and the nature
of the radiation. We carried out a preliminary analysis of LAT
data above 1 GeV which indicates that the source spectrum
becomes softer, as predicted by the models in the previous
section. However, we cannot say if this is an artifact from
contamination by emission from the bright pulsar within the
shell of the SNR.
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